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ClliL."P.I'ER I mTRODUCTION 
The problem: 
The problem chosen for this study is an analysis 
and comparison of methods of motivation used in introductory alge-
bra texts of the last one hundred ancl twenty years. The analysis 
reveals some of the most helpful methods of motivation, and i t 
serves to r ank texts on the basis of one of the fundamentals of 
good teaching . 
Needs: 
Algebra has been, and is, one of the least satisfactory of 
secondary-school subjects . N~ . Rankin of Detroit University 
expresses the condition well when he says: 11 Our text-books 
and we of us who teach mathemat ics are so intent that our student s 
shall acquir e a certain wnount of technique in manipulating the 
symbols used in mathematics that we have bounded mathematics on 
the north by x, and the east by sin .A, on the south by log x, 
and on the west by ~ in about the same way we learned to bound 
Ohio when we studied geography." 
The true aims of algebra are neglected in too many classes 
throughout t he country. Algebra has been held responsible for 
much of the freshman mortality . Even those who survive first 
year algebra seem to be unable to make usa of their training. 
It i s t~~refore apparent that algebra needs to be presented 
with a diff erent technique and a broader aim and outlook. 
I 
Ai m: 
Motivation is generally recognized as one of the fundamental s 
of good teaching. In this study the attempt is made to discover 
the kinds of motivation used in introductory algebra texts, and 
to show to what extent motivation has been used in these same 
texts. 
Method: 
In an introductory section, a brief review of. the history 
of motivation has been made that we may better understand the 
true nature of motivation. This is folloVTed by an analysis of 
the prefaces of the fifteen texts chosen for the study to deter-
mine the claims of the authors with respect to motivation. 
The main study consists of an analysis of the body of the 
texts, to discover and classify the kinds of motivating devices 
used. These devices have been s \.nnrrll':l.r iz ed in several ways that 
the material might be in usabl e form from many different view 
points. There are tables to show the mo ·~ivat ing devices used 
in the several parts of algebra. There are tables to show the 
time at which each motivating device was introduced, how many 
times it has been used, and what authors have used it. There 
are tables presenting the growth of motivation. Finally, moti-
vating devices of the same character have been groupe d together, 
so that we may see more clearly the variation in different texts . 
No attempt has been made in this study to set u p a plan of 
motivation for an i ntr oductory algebra course. But the attempt 
has been made to present a true picture of the history of the 
motivation of algebra in texts, and, in doing this, perhaps point 
out some of the better ways of motivation, as ascertained by 
their popula rity among authors. 
One should go into this study with the understanding that 
the textbook is not the be-all and end-all of motivation. 
E. R. Breslichl points out that to the resourceful teacher the 
textbook merely suggests what should be done. But as the text 
is the background, in so many c a ses, upon which the course i s 
built, we can see the added value pos sessed by a well-motivated . 
text. 
work already done in the field: 
Motivation of algebra has not been treated by any a ut hor in 
the field as far as can be ascertained . There are, however, some 
studies wh ich have b een made, that are helpful as background for 
this study . 
1. "Motivating the study of Geometry" by Louise Bar b our 
Eddy, University of Chicago, 1930. 
Although this study is in the field of geometry much of 
the basic study can be used in dealing with algebra. For example, 
Miss Eddy made a rather extensive study of motivation as found 
1. 11 1'he Technique of Teaching Seconda ry School hlathemat ics 11 1930 
in books on educathm and psychology , wh ich is as equally ap:?li-
cable to a lgebra, as to geometry. 
Miss Eddy also finds three rather distinct periods of moti-
v ation in her study of geometry, having definite characteristics. 
It will be interesting to see if they are also present in algebra. 
2. "Summary of Research in Secondary 1v a.thematice 11 by Alma 
Wolfe M. -'"· • Thesis, Boston University, C. L. A. 1932. 
3. 11Collateral Heading for the High School Mathematics 
Teachern by Esther L. Wurl M. Ed. Thesis, Boston University, 
Sch. of Ed. 1929. 
These two theses provide valuable summaries sufficient l y 
full to permit their use as background material. 
Chapter I 'I 
Mo-tivation, Its Meaning, Value, and Nature 
Before being ab le to arrive at the solut ions of the problems 
concerning motivation of a lgebra, it is necessary to have an 
under standing of motivation itself. 7fuat is motivation? Is 
i t of value in classr-oom method in general? ~~hat are i t.s sources? 
Many questions of this sort must be answered before we can go 
forward. 
Louise Eddy, in her thesis, "Motivating the Study of Geom-
et ryl" devotes a good part of her introduction to the meaning., 
value ., and nature of motivation a s a background and a basis for 
her 7/0rk in geometry. She studied motivation as discussed in 
twenty-five books on education and psychology, and., therefor e , 
ha s rather a good b a s is for her cone lusions, of wh ich a few fol-
low: 
1. Motivation is an important factor in l earning . 
2. Increased lear ning takes place when the work i s moti-
vated . 
3 . Very few authors differentiate between motive and 
interest, either implicitly or explicitly , and nearly 
all consider interest dependent upon instinct. 
4. Sixty-three perc~nt of the authors give instincts 
as the basis of interests and the.refore the founda-
tion of motivation. 
1 . University of Chicago M. A. 1930 
Miss Eddy ' s second conclusion i s substantiated by the study 
of literature covering experimental work on the value of differ-
ent types of motivation. 
Before going farther, it would seem wise to define 11 mot i-
vation." This term has not as yet been given its meaning as 
an educational term in the dictionary , neither in Webster' s nor 
Funk and Wagnall 's (1930 editions). Motivation is defined i n 
the dictionary as the act, of giving a motive, "that which causes 
or tends to cause motion or incite to change or to action; a mov-
ing or impelling force, whether i n a literal or a figurative 
sense." Its educational meaning must come from usage. 
The Wilsons2 are the first to really define motivation as 
an educational term and their definition is the one generally 
accepted. Motivation is "the attack upon school work which 
seeks to make its tasks significant and purposeful to each child, 
by relating them to his childish experiences, questions, problems 
and desires." 
They also give a law of motivation, namely 11To motivate 
school work it is only necessary to give it vital connection 
with the pupil's present interests • 11 
Miss Eddy 's results seem to show that author s use interest, 
incentive and motive as synonymous terms in many cases . When 
one examines the scope of motivation in its largest and truest 
sense, this use of terms seems vrr ong, or, at least, i nexact. 
2 .'' Motiva.tion of School Work; H. B. and G. :·.!. 7lilson- 1915. 
The motive is more inclus i ve than the incentive. The in-
centive may be external and apart from the results obtained from 
t he effort expended. For example, if f ather pr omi ses John a 
dime for a 100% spelling paper, John has a n incentive for learn-
ing his lesson. But if the teacher shows John the ne ed of know-
ing how to spell the new words, and John can see their use , he 
is being helped to develop a motive. 
Wilson and Wilson make these statements about the rela.tive 
merits of incentives and motives: 11'Nhereas incentives are super-
ficial and external in relation to one's efforts, mot ives are 
fundamental in determining effort. " "The incentive is proposed 
to the child to stimulate him, while the motive arises out of 
his own efforts in self-expression and self-realization." 
A motive can be and is an incentive for study, but an in-
centive is seldom a motive. 
In a similar manner we can sh ow that motive is more spec i'ic 
a nd personal than interest. 
Interest may be aroused but unless it is sufficiently 
strong to carry through to a solution it is not very valuable. 
A motive involves "an end which i s the child's own" and which 
carries him to possess the means of its accomplishment. 11 1 Thus , 
interest is a large factor of motivation, but interes·t alone is 
not sufficient for total motivation. 
1. ''J"ils on, H. B. and G. M. · "Motivation of School lfork 11 
7 
Niotivation embodies principles that have been used since 
the beginning by good teacher s. All o£ the best teaching, in 
ages past , ha s been preceded and accompanied by motivation , con-
sciously or unconsciously, as its nature contains !Jrinciples 
of natural learning. Let us look, briefly , into the history of 
education, and trace the ancestry of this "modern" term. 
Jesus, the Great Teacher, used motivatio~. In t eaching h is 
oeoole, he referred to the shepherd, the lamb , grazing, and so 
- -
on, things with which they were familiar, in which they were 
interested, a nd which had vital connection with their daily lives. 
Jumping some sixteen centuries, we come to one of the early 
philosophers of modern education, Comenius. He was dissatisfied 
with the teaching of his day, expecially that in the l anguages, 
Latin and Greek~ His method of giving, in parallel colunms, use-
ful sentences in the vernacular· and the language being taught 
wa s a revolutionary step, and certainly one in advance of cur -
rent methods. In some of his texts, as in 11 0rbis sensualium 
pictus 11 (1658), pictures were added. 
In the 11 Great Didactic, 11 his purpose as he states it is to 
"find a meth od of instruct ion by which the teacher teaches less 
and t he lea~ners learn more." He also advocated t hat the schools 
be conducted "without blows , gently and pleasantly, in the most 
natural manner." Certainly we can see element s of the thing 
we call "motivation. 11 
Comeniu s tried to make the Lat i n a s practical as possibl e 
by giving useful se ntences .. He st a rted with something familiar 
to the pupil , the sentence in thevernacular. The use of pictures 
is one of the most popul ar of the attempts at motivation of t exts 
today . Comenius believed schools should be conducted in the most 
natural way . Is this not a fore-runner of our idea of "School 
is life 11 and our "activities J?r ogram, 11 the l atter an outgrowt h 
of mot ivatd.on? 
Near the end of the seventeenth century there is anot her 
educator, who merit. s mention in this discussion , name l y August 
Francke. Although his schools were disc iplinary in theor y, h e 
paid some attention to good teaching methods. In a treatise 
addressed to his teachers he advised them, among other things, 
not to let their pupils learn to prattle words without under-
standing them. Further comprehension, he went on, increased upon 
applying all studies to everyday life. These applications con-
s isted of such things as writing formal letters, recei?ts and 
bonds, and "their mathematical problems were ba ses upon mathe-
matical transactions. ttl Certainly there were elements of mot i-
vation present in Franckets teaching. 
In the next century, we find an expression of some of the 
fundamental principles by Jean Jacques Rousseau, notably in his 
"Emile". An analysis of this book, together . with his other writ-
ings, reveals the following theories of education: 
1. From "Great educators of Three Cent uries 11 by Frank P . Graves 
E;ducati on i s a natural pr oc e s s . It is ac complished , . not 
by the r e s ponse to an externa l for c e , but t hrough t he working 
of the natural i nst i ncts and interests. Educat i on is an expan-
s i on of natural powers, not an acquisition of inf ormation . It 
is life itself, and not a preparation for a future st at e , r emote 
i n i nterests and characteristics from the life of childhood . 
Compare the phrase 11 not remote in interests and cha r acter-
istics from the life of childhood" to the phrase in our d efini-
tion "relating them to his childish experiences, questions , 
problems, and desires." 
Continuing down through the years, ther e are repeated evi-
dances of the beginning and development of the various pr inciple s 
of motivation. Pestalozzi, at the end of the eighteenth c e ntur y , 
contributes, (1) his theory of natural education, (2) the use 
of observation as an introduction to all new work, a nd (3 ) t he 
us e of objects in language and other subjects to make the work 
more concrete to the child. 
Froebel (1782-1852), although his chief contribution to edu-
c ation is the kindergarten, used self-activity and creat i v eness , 
notably in t he forms of play and construction, a s bases of his 
teaching. These are elements of many t y pes of motivation today . 
Colonel Parker deserves some credit for introducing the Froeb e l ian 
theorie s i nto elementary school work in the United St at es , includ-
... 
ing beginni ngs of the "activities" program. 
"Studies must coalesce with ideas the child already has, 
and thus touch his life, if interest is to be felt and will 
aroused" was the belief of Johann Herb art, a contemporary of 
Froebel. Herbart 's out standing c ontribution was his "doctrine 
of interest. 11 It is Charles DeGarmo to whom ne owe credit f or 
one of the first interpretations of Herbartian theories in Amer ica . 
Herbe.rt and his followers rejected the idea that the hu..rnan mind 
has power to will or to originate actions that are independent 
of all ideas or thought processes. This means that no learning 
can take pl ace without motivation in s ome degree . The term "in-
terest 11 as DeGarmo interprets it, has a broader meaning than 
is usually given it . DeGarmo saysl "We o.rten conceive of interest 
in study merely as a means for securing attention to lessons, 
hoping that the knowledge will remain a fter the int erest has 
departed; whereas the other conception is that through a proper 
presentation of the right amount of knowledge in the best manner 
and at the right time we may incite an interest that wi 11 a bide 
even after the knowledge has f aded from the mind." The latter 
conception a pproaches, in a measure, our defi nition of motivation. 
John Dewey makes much use of "motive" and 11 motivation ." 
He defines the first o~e but makes no at·~empt to define motiva-
tion. "2Motive 11 is the name for the end or aim in respect to 
its hold on action, its power to move. It is the name for the 
end in its active or dynamic ·capacity • 11 It is with .this bas ic 
concept of motivation th.at the '.'l ilsons started in their book, 
"The Motivation of School Work. 11 
1. From 11 Herba.rt and the Herba.rti a.ns 11 by Charles DeGarmo P . 58 
2. From Dewey - 11 Interest and Effort in Education. 11 
/ 
There has been a m-isuse of the term "motivation" i n many 
cases. The term has been a pplied to external appeals, such a s 
reverence for the authority of the teacher or text, desire for 
a good mark, fear of punishment, and so on. The history of t he 
t e rms shows that the impetus to go forward must come from with in, 
a nd not from an extraneous source, if we are to have true moti-
vation. 
Dewey warns us not to look for the motive outside the s ub -
ject matter for the study, but look for a motive in it. 
After "Motivation of School Work 11 1 was published in 1916 , 
t he use of the term motivation spread until now it is accepted 
by practically every one, and usually with the c orrect mean i ng. 
In summarizing this history of motivation, let me quote 
a gain :2 
"Motivated school work means the freeing of the ch ildren 
from textbook routine and meaningless tasks, and the substitu-
tion therefor of situations in >mich the children are social ly 
co-operative in the accomplishment of aims worthwhile in thems e l ves, 
a nd which satisfy present felt nee'ds, motives, desires, purposes ." 
1. Motivation of School 'llork n. B. and G. M. Wilson. 
2. Teac h i ng Levels, Teaching Techniques and the Project, 
April, lvlay 1923, Journa l of Educat i onal ll'!ethod . G. M. v'l'il s on 
Chapt c1r III 
What Authors of · lgebra Texts Say About Motivation 
Authors of algebra texts make little mention of motivation 
in their prefaces. Of the texts analyzed, but one, "Algebra 
and Its Uses 11 ,15 pubiished in 1932, has put forth any claim to 
motivation. This fact does not present a true picture of the 
c ondition of mot iv atio11 i;1 texts, however, a s severa l authors 
point out various motivat ing factors of their works, but do not 
designate them a s such. 
Five authors claim factors in their texts which a rou se, or 
a rouse and increase "interest". In 1881, \v entworth7 presents 
as a n a im of his text "the presentation of a lgebra to the begin-
n ing pupil so that he may read with increasing interest, intel-
1 • d II ~gence, an power. Milne, 10 twenty years l ater, ch•imed 11 i nno-
vat ions which will a rouse and sustain a greater interest". Just 
what these 11 innovations 11 are is not made very clear. The Stone-
Mill is ,10 and Sc horli.ng-Cla rk-Ru gg l 3 text s a lso inc l ude feat ures · 
t o arouse, increase and sustain intere sts. Bresl ichl4 presents 
oractical values of algebra to arouse interest in the subject . 
Of the several a lgebra texts considered for study, fiftee n 
have been chosen for careful, complete analysis. An attempt 
h a s been made to choose texts published at intervals of e.pprox-
imately ten years from 1813, the date of the oldest text obtain-
7, 10, 14, 15 Nos. following authors' names denot e pl ace in Table 
II, page 24, which see. 
T.a.BLE I 
Texts Dates 
R nnnvr. :'i "'i·. 1 '"" 1813 1 
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Key - Table I 
1. History 
2. Inductive method 
3 . Elimination of difficult 
4 . Easier transition frol'!l a rithmetic to a lgebra 
5. ;\. rrangernent of subject matter 
6 . Practical a Dplication 
7. Lab oratory method 
8. Provision for individual differences 
9. Correlation with science 
10. Use of familiar 
11. Correlation with geometry 
12. Experiments 
13. Problems in child 1 s experience 
14 . Correlation with a rithmetic 
15. Challenge 
16 . New type tests 
17 . Project 
18. Correlation with occupation 
19. Needs of pupil 
able, to 1900, and at interv-e.ls of f ive years fr om 1900 to the 
present time. It s eemed a dvisable to select a larger number 
of texts for the last thirty years, due to the proportionately 
l&'.rger number of texts that have been published . These fifteen 
texts cover a period of one hundred and twenty years. 
The various items mentioned by authors in the prefaces of 
their texts have been swrunarized in Table I. The texts &re 
listed chronologically so it is possib le to see the time at 
wh ich each motivating feature was introduced. :.gain attention 
is called to the fact that the ana l ysis of ?refaces only suggests 
what we may expect in the texts, a nd in many cases, cannot be 
used as a very valid index. Such an analysis of prefaces is 
valuable, however, in bringing to view the factors authors deem 
worthy of mention in the introduction to their books. The pre-
face indicates in a measure the princi ples behind the construc-
t ion of the text. It indicates whether or not the writer had 
principles of motivation in mind in his presentation of a lgebra. 
Table I shows that every author has indic ated in the pre-
face the presence of sorne factor of motivation in the text. 
Eight of the fifteen texts contribute some new device or prin-
ciple or method not found in preceding texts. The tab le also 
shows the periods in which a l gebra texts were undergoing the 
greatest changes. The four books studied i n the first half of 
t he n ineteent h cent ur y contrib ute six motivat i ng devices. Th i s 
oer iod is the one in which auth ors b e ga n to r eal iz e the need 
of making t he i ntroductor y a lgebra course easier, and t he advis-
ability of making the tra.nsition f rom ar ithmetic to a l geb ra less 
ab r u pt. A contempor ~;~.ry authorl in s peaking of this time says: 
11 1-l.. lgebra in its origina l form v;as a highly orga nized forma l sub-
ject, derived by great minds and not a dapted to the mind s of 
high school 'Pupils. Efforts were ma de to make it more e a sily 
understood and mor-e attractive to the minds of high school 
_ou !JilS of the day." 'Ne can see these changes tha t were t aking 
_ol ace by looking at the table. ~e find such things as the use 
of the inductive method, the elimination of d ifficult pa rts of 
the course, new arrangements of the subject matter, attempts 
at p ractical a pplications , a nd attem?ts to make the transit ion 
f rom a rithmetic to algebra easier. Ex pecially noteworthy are 
the contributions of C:olburn.2 
The l a st half of the nineteenth century seems to be a much 
less active period, the authors indicating but few motivating 
devices, all of which have been found i n oreviously publish e d 
t exts. 
Fr om the beginning of the t wentieth century until 19 24 , 
we find a steady increase in the number of motivat i ng devices, 
wi t h each aut hor contributing somet hing new. The t ext s b y 
1 . Breslich , 3 . R. 11The Technique of Te aching Secondar y Schoo]. 
]!athematics " 
2 . see Table II 
'7 
Long-Brenk:e in 1913 and 0chorling-Cla rk-Hugg in 1924 a re out-
standing in the number of new motiv~;,ting devices they present, 
the former contributing four and the latt e r five. .".ltl!-oug,h the 
last two texts analyzed do not !:)resent any new motivating devices, 
due no doubt, to the exhaustion of ·the field of possibilities 
by preceding authors, we find them well motivated, expecially 
that of Breslich, using again some of the devices of the cantury 
before w·ith,no doubt, a slightly different interpretation!' Th ese 
include such things as the laboratory met h od, introduced by Col-
burn in 1825 as the inductive method, and rea9pearing i n Breslich 
i n 1928; the elimination of difficult parts, introduced a lso 
by C elburn a nd found in the 1928 text; and 11 arrangement of sub-
ject matter 11 and 11practical applications 11 found for the first 
time in Davies' text in 1851, and repeated in both Breslich a nd 
Mirick-Poole--r;right. 
The most p opule.r motivating device is the consideration 
of the p ractical application of a lgebra. Those who knovr a lgebra 
texts and algebra teaching know that to this day a very minute 
part of any a lgebr a course is devoted to its use and practical 
appa.ication for the ver;)' good reason that it has no, or at least, 
very little, use or practical application. Yet six authors claim 
to have presented the practical application of algebra ·wherever 
possible. As early as 1851, Davies4 says he has modified the 
usual exercises · 11for the purpose of g iving the book a more 
4. See Table II 
18 
practica l char acter." The newest book ana l y z ed, by :·:Iiric k-
Poole-·-t:r ight,l5 suggests i n its title "Algebr a a nd i ts Dses" , 
the inclusion of this or i nc i ple . 
Three devices hold s econd pl ace in this analysis of pr i n -
ci9les indic ated hy authors a s being included i n the preparat i ,on 
of their texts, e ach ha ving been mentioned by five authors. 
The first of these is the provision for individual differences, 
a point which is reeeiving more and more attention a nd around 
which much of the newer courses in a lgebra wi11 be or ganized. 
To date, such provision is made by the inclusion of extra exer-
cises, g r ading the !;Jroblems according to difficulty, and supple-
mentary references to use and application of a lgebrfl in other 
fields. It was first introduced by l~ilne in 1901. 
"Arrangement of subject matter 11 has a lso been mentioned by 
five authors. This heading is an example of the different mean-
ing that cones to be attached to a term during the grovrth and 
development of new educational principles. '.'Jh en in 1851, Davies4 
points out that he has, in hi~ opinion, i mproved his texts by 
a different arrangement of subject matter the principl e s behind 
this new a rrangement were apparently the following: ( 1) he thought 
this new arrangement would work bet t er, and (2) u pon try ing it 
upon his classes in the military academy where he taught it seeme d 
to work better than the old a rrangement. Now when Breslichl4 
c l airns much the same thing for hi s book in 19 28, we find very 
4 . See Tab le II 
lh . See Table II 
di fferent pri ncipl e s behind his st atement. his ar ran~?:,ement is 
.based on a very careful st udy and applic ation of the psychol -
ogy of learning , wh i ch was l it tle known , a nd has under gone ma ny 
changes , since 1851. 
The us e of the l aborat ory or inductiv e met h od ha s a l so 
been u s ed by five authors. '."rar r en Colburn, who f i r s t i ntroduc e d 
the i nduct i ve method in 1825, makes it the outstanding point of 
his t ext s, even includin g it in his titl e ; "An Int r oduction to 
Al gebra u pon the Inductive Wet hod of Instruction . " I t has be e n 
stressed a gain in the l ast fiftee n years, with the new name , 
"lab oratory method." 
11To ma ke the transit i on fr om a rithmet i c t o algebra as 
gradual , as easy and as simpl e a s possible 11 was one of the aims 
of four authors i n the nineteenth century . This at tempt was 
first made by C elburn in 1825 and l a st mentioned by Loomis in 
1875 . Gr eenleaf, in h is prefac e , says " In c onsequence of the 
i morov ed c onditi on of our public schools at the present time, 
pupils are enabled to complete their arit hmetical studies at 
a c ompc<-t rat i vely e a rly a ge, and in cons equence, a. demand has a risen 
f or an easy algebraic c ourse t o follow . 11 This is an evidence 
of t he change from the more forma l t ype of t reatment to a s im~Jler 
treat ment vm ich wa s very much needed at the t i me. 
Correlation of a l gebra with g eometry is a dev ic e mentioned 
by three pref aces. It includes a ll d egrees of correlat ion from 
the use of geomet r i c fi gures i n presenting f act oring, to a com-
plete correlation of a lgebra an d ge ornetr;,r into a " senior ur ith-
met ic11 course. 
Other motivating; .factors, a s shovm by the t ab l e are elimi-
nat ion or deferri ng of difficult a nd use less materia l, c orrela-
tion with science, use of experiments, inclusion of new-tyJ:)e 
tests, and considerati on of the needs of the pupils, a ll of which 
were me ntioned b~r t wo authors. Jllaetors; mentioned by but one 
u~hor are history, reviews , co rre l at ion with a rithmetic , and 
with occupat ions, the cha ll enge , an d the project. 
It might be well to note, i n passi ng; , the ·c hanging "ata os-
phere11 of a l gebra texts a s indic ated by their prefaces. 
The earliest texts a re very formal, being i n a f orm of 
a treatise on a igebra i n many c a s es. However, they were the 
only texts available at that time, which justifies their presence 
in this study . Bonnycastle,l 1813, is an examole of this type 
of tr~atment . The text ' s one redeeming feature is an extremely 
int ere sting discourse on the history of a lgeb ra up to that time 
in the f orm of an introduction to the work . 
Early in the ninetee nth century , we find a breaking avr y 
from the ol d treatise form a nd logical a rrangeoent of the mat erial . 
Colburn, in 1825, att empted to make a lgebra easier. '.'.'entworth 
in 1881, attempted to make it i nt e r esting and useful. Several 
t exts are eliminating_ the difficult c hapters from the i ntroduct ory 
course. 
1. 3ee Tab l e II 
:II 
·:J e find oc cas iona l l)articl throw-b acks to the old f orma lism 
when , a s in Milne 9 the a uthor states that the prima ry a i m 
of hi s text is t o !:J resent a thorough treat ment of sec ondary 
a lgebra , and to prepa re students to meet t he requirements of 
"the most exacting entrance exami nation of any college or uni-
versity i n t he United States. n 
The use of the laboratory or inductive method, introduced 
i n 1901, is further evidence of the break from formalism . Rules 
a nd definitions are no longer stated by the aut hor, but are 
der ived by the pupil. 
Early in this century we find algebra b eing r apidly 
simplified, by the elimination of much unessential material and 
the deferring of some of the more difficult essentia ls unt il 
later in the course. By 1913, authors are attempting to pr esent 
exercises and problems within the e;xperience of the majority of 
the pupils • . These attempts have little scientific bases, but, 
aga in, evidence thinking in the ri ght d i_rection. 
In 1917, two sets of junior high school texts of three books 
each were published, which present a three yea r course for the 
seventh, eighth, and ninth grades, which combines the former 
seventh a nd eighth grade arithmetic, elementary a lgebra , a nd 
i ntuitive geometry. 
During the 1920's the 1 1 ~:n·ob lem situation11 is t he keynote 
of the text s, supplemented by the cha llenge, new type tests, 
and applic~ttion to various v ocationa l fields. From 1 923 on, 
the texts follow fairly closely the criteria set up in the Re-
port of the iJational COimnittee on 1Jathematical Requirements . 
At the present time, the attempts seem to be purposeful 
and wholesome. Authors are considering the needs of the pupils, 
are applying psycholo~r of learning, and a re looking for pr acti-
cal app lications where possible. A chief h a ndicap is the col-
l ege entrance requirement. In time we may be freed from t his 
pressure, and begi n to a rrange the work in a l gebra in sizable 
units, chiefly appreciation units. Such arrangement vlill make 
it possible for the average teacher to provide for i ndividual 
differences, i. e., for success for every ch ild. 
Chapter N 
Analysis of .i-l.lgebra Texts 
I n choosing texts for t he analysis an attempt has been made 
to t ake a representative group of algebras, designed for a be-
gin..ning course. During the nineteenth century 1 as has already 
been pointed out 1 the texts were chosen at intervals of t en years. 
The oldest text analyzed was that of Bonnycastle, an English text, 
pub lished in 1813. In the pe riod between 1825 and 1845, it was 
impossible to find a text, which was not published so nearly at 
the same time as those already in the study. Because of this, 
there is an interval of twenty years between the second and 
third text. Due to the increase in the number of texts published 
after 1900, it seemed wise to choose text s published at intervals 
of five years, as more rapid changes were taking place. 
These are the texts which have been used in the analysis, 
listed chronologically. 
TABLE II 
1. Bonnyca.stle, John - ".a Treatise on Algebra in Practice and Theory 11 
London - J. Johnson & Company - 1813 c. L. A. 
2. Colburn, Warren - 11An Introduction to Al gebra upon the 
Inductive Method of Instruction 11 
Boston - Cummings, Hillis.rd & Company 
-
1825 B. F . L. 
3. Sherwin, Thomas, A. M. 
-
11The Common School Algebra" 
·--
Boston - Phillips and Sampson - 1845 B. P . L. 
4 . navies , Charles - "Elements of Algebra" 
New York - A. 5 . B ~l.rnes and Burr - 18 51 C. L. A. 
5 . Greenleaf, Benjamin, A . M. - 11 Nev1 Element a ry Algebra 11 
Boston - Robert S. Davis a nd Company - 1862 C. L~ A. 
6 . Loomis, El i a s , L. L. D. - 11 The Elements of Algeb ra " 
New York - Harper & Bros . - 1875 
7. 1:'lentworth, G. A. - "Elements of Algebra" 
Boston - Ginn and l1eath - 1881 
8 . Smith, Cha rles, M. A. - nElementary Algebra 11 
New York - Macmillan & Company - 1894 
9 . Milne, 1\filliam J. - 11Academic Algebra" 
American Book Company - 1901 
B. P. L. 
C. Lo 1-l o 
B. P . L. 
C. L. A. 
10. stone, J. C. and Millis, J. F. - 11 Essential s of Algeb ra 11 
Benjamin Sanborn and Company - 1905 C. L. A. 
lL Long,E. and Brenke, W. C.- 11Algebra, First Course" 
New York - Century Company - 1913 C. L. A. 
12. Wentworth, G. A., Smith , D. E ., Brown, J. C. 
Boston - Ginn & Company - 1918 Sch. of Ed . 
13. Schorling , Ralph, Clark, J. R., Rugg , H. 0. -"Modern I;Iathemat ics 11 
World Book Company - Yonkers - 1924 
14. Breslich , Ernst R. - " Senior Mathematic s 11 
Universi ty of Chicago Press - 192 8 
Sch. of Bd. 
Sch. of ~d. 
15 . Mi r ick , Gord on, Poole, H. s ., li\l right, H . H. - "Algebra and 
its Uses" - Row Peter_§on and Company - 1 :732 'Publisher 
B . P . L. - Boston Public Library 
C. L . A. - College of Libera l Arts Library, Boston U 1l v rsity 
Sch . of Ed . - School of Education Lib rary , Boston University 
It is i nterestin g and a.ppro9riate . in · a study of the moti-
vation of algebra to note the type of men who are the authors 
of algebra text books. In the following table there appears 
authors of the texts included . in this study and their respective 
pos itions at the time the text was wrrtten . 
TABL~ III 
AUTHORS OF TEXTS STUDIED 
1. John Bonnyca.stle - Professor of Mathematics i n the Royal 
.•iilitary Academy, 'ii-oolwich, England. 
2. ·~varren Colburn - High School Teacher, Boston. 
3. Thomas Sherwin, A. M. Principal of English High School, Bosto.n . 
4. Charles Davies, L. LD - West Point Mathematics Department. 
5. Benjamin Greenleaf - Author of text-books. 
6. Elias Loomis, L. LD - Professor of Natural Philosophy and 
Astronomy, Yale College. 
7. G. A. vrentworth- Professor of Mathmatics, Phillips Exeter 
Academy. 
8. Charles Smith , 1<1 . A. - Author of · texts. 
9 . Vim. J. Milne- President of N.Y. State Normal College 
10. J . C. Stone - M1chigan 8tate Normal College 
J. F. Millis - Shortridge High School, I ndianapolis 
11 . E . Long- Department of Mathematics, High School, Lincoln, Neb. 
'r . C. Brenke - Professor of Mathematics, University of Nebraska 
12. George ··.:lent worth 
David !!;. Smith - Professor of Mathematics, Teachers College, 
Columbia 
Joseph C. Brown - President, Minnesota State Teachers Call age 
13 .. Ralph Schorling- .tlead of Dept . of Math. University High 
School , Ass't Prof. of Ed ., University of Michigan 
John R . Clark - Lincoln School, Teachers College, Columbia 
Harold Rugg - Lincoln School, Teachers College, Columbia 
14. Ernest R. Breslich- Ass ' t Prof. of Teaching of Uath., Col-
lege of Education; Read of Dept . of Math., University ::Iigh 
School , University of Chicago. 
15. Gordon Mirick - Dept. of Aath., Teachers College, Columbia 
H. S. Pool- High School, Buffalo, N.Y. 
H. H. Wright -Supt. of Schools, High School Division, N. Y. City 
Tii..BLE IV 
C allege Normal 
Positions Positions 
1813-1862 40% 


















In the above table .. the texts have been divided into three 
groups of five texts each . Vie are chiefly interested in the first 
three columns. 
:1i 
: lthough good teachers have been 11sing motivation for can-
turie~, text-book authors had failed , i n the time of the first 
text s, to inculcate the principles of good pedagogy of a ny sort 
in their texts . If we look a t the hist ory of mathematics, we 
find that the works on hi gher mathematics were l argely written 
y emb ers of t ·he leisure class to be read and used by mat ure 
and keen minds. This was a difficult habit to outgrow, and in 
books immediately preceding those of this study, 'lfe find the 
11wise men 11 of the uni-versitie s still writing the books to be used 
a s text s with little rega rd for the 1mforttmate pupils upon whom 
they were thrust. 
As the table shovrs, fort y per cant of t he authors of the 
first five texts held college position, forty percent were in 
secondary school positions and t wenty percent ca lled themselYes 
authors of texts. The number holding college positions diminishes 
steadily , a s that of those holding normal or teachers coll ege 
pos itions and secondary positions grows . Two-th irds of the authors 
of the texts in the second peri od held positions in one of t hese 
last two classes. I n the last period, we find the college or 
university man practically out of the picture, while the man 
in the secondary school posit ion is writing the majority of 
the texts, and combined with the college of education man is 
writing seventy-nine percent or practically four-fifths of the 
-
texts . Because these people a re closer to their consumer , the 
pupi l, t hey should'-be ab le to produce a text with f act ors that 
wi ll interest t heir customer, so that they may sell h i m t he 
subject of algebra with greater ease than did some of their 
predecessors. 
Looking at the first table we find that a characteristic 
of the text of the twentieth century is combined author ships. 
Each of the texts in the study published in the nineteenth cent ury 
was written by one man. Of those published s inca 1900, but t wo 
have been wirtten by one man alone, while two were written by 
a c ombination of two men working together and three by groups 
of three or more . In every case in these combined authorshi? s, 
o.t least one man is a university or college of education ma n, 
and one a secondary school man. This seems rather a satisfactory 
com1)ination, and should produce a better balanced text book b e -
cause of its presence. 
Now we may proceed to the main body of work, t h e actual 
analysis of the algebra texts. 
For purposes of this analysis, the course in introductory 
algebra has been divided into the following divisions; The form-
ula, the graph, positive and negative number, the equation, and 
a lgebraic technique. This division and arrangement is not sug-
gested as a teaching plan, but is merely used to facilitate the 
collecting and tabulating of data. 
I 
To help in making the analysis as objective as possible , 
Ylhich is difficult in any such analysis, an outline of a olan 
of good motivation has bE?en drawn up , by which we may better 
judge the texts . 
F.H.CTORS OF tiiariVATION OF ALGEB¥A 
I . General Factors 
1 . Use and application shown 
2. Connect ion with present interests given 
3 . Prov ision for individual differences made 
4. Elimination of Unessentia l 






c. Puz zle 
4. Experiments and Consturct ions 
5 . Pure devices. 
The general factors in this outline might well apryly to 
any subject. The specific factors are those which cannot be in-
cluded under any of the four general factors, and in many cases, 
are applicable chiefly to algebra . 
:Jo 
In the following pages it will be noted that no mention 
has been made of the practical ~roblem. In view of the findings 
of earlier studies made on ?roblems in algebra textsl, 'Ne be-
lieve that very few problems of a p ractical nature would be found. 
·,/ e are substantiated in this belief by G. W. Evans2 who says 
11 
'Real applied problems 1 in algebra for first year high school 
pupils are scarce. Arithmetic in elementa ry schools has been 
mainly commercial, and reflection will show that every day affairs 
do not present many problems in which algebraic treatment is im-
perat ive." For this reason , and because such an analysis would 
be of a scope great enough to approach a separate study, no count 
has been made on applied problems. 
The data for the analysis was collected from the text-books 
under the divisions of algebra as given a bove, with a chart for 
each text. This information has been taken from these charts 
and summarized in the tables that follow. 
1 . T. B. Thompson "Written Problems in Algebra-One Unknown" 
1932 
Poole, R. K. "Written Problems in Algebra-Two Unknowns" 1933 
Boston University Theses. 
2. G. W. Evans 11Teaching of High School dathematics". 
The f ormula has not a lway-s been included as a part of the 
a lgebra course . As Table V shovrs, of t he first nine books 
I 
analyzed, only two contain any work on tl::.e formula, since 1 905, 
however, it has become a well extablished part of t he course. 
The most popular devices used in motiv ating the work in the 
f ormula, are those dealing with its use i n other fields, a very 
-
obvious choice. The work on the formula is, no doubt, practi-
cally the only part of algebra tha.t the pupil will have any chanc e 
to apply in real situations, and those chances will be ver y few. 
In many of the later texts , work on the formula is presented 
as introductory material, due to the fact that most of the pupils 
have met the formula before in mensurati•;)n probl ems i n arithmetic, 
and also perhaps, in general science. The authors take a dvantage 
of this acquaintance, that they may st art the pu pil in a l gebra 
on sonething that is not altogether unfaj:n.i.liar to him. 
Looking at Table VI, we find that the devices used b y the 
great est number of authors a FJ the use of area formul a s, the use 
of science formulas and use QS' r;. hortha.nd. The reason for t he 
popul a rity of the first two has been explained above . J~lgebra 
as a k i nd of shorthand i s used to connect algeb r a more closely 
with ar i t hmetic . Authors , in this introductory work , point out 
to the beginning student the time saved in using symbols f or 
words as in the formula. This no doubt, has a ppeal for many 
student s . 
l 
TABLE V MariVATING DEVICES USED IN CHAFTERS ON THE FORMULA. 
Not A.s used in Life f~rmulae Science Use as Use Familiar bona . rom 
'J'II!Tt.A I nates I Presented interest Insurance ro ·. T'~r Formule.e Shorthand IGAneral Dh iAct.s:~ It ion 
. 
''R nnnvca.l'lt le 1815 ~ f 
Colburn 1825 V' 




Greenlee.£ 1862 / ~~ / Loomis 1875 
,/ v ... ~ 
Wentwor th 1881 
1894 ~ . Smith 
Milne 1901 V' 
Stone - v v ./ 
Millis 1905 
Long - v ./ ,/ v Brenke 1913 
Wemwo:fth - v Smith-
' I 'R-rnwn H l1 P. 
Schor ling- v V' ' ,../ I Cle.rk- Rusur 1924 
Breslich 1928 t/ 
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Applications from geometry 
Uses from science 
Use as "shorthand tt 
Pictures 





Use in life insurance 
Need 
Use in games 
Use in shops 
Use in home 
Provision for individual differences 
Speed challenge 
Total 
Ti'.B LE VII GENEHAL SUMivW.RY - FORMULA 
I General Principles 
22 1. Use and application shown 
2 2. Connection with present interest 
1 3. Provision for individual difference 
8 II Specific Devices 
33 Total 
;;[e find pictures in :f'econd place . · They i nc l ude such l) ictures 
as that of Francois Viete , the fat. h~r of algebra , due to the in-
troductory _ature of work on for~ula , and illustrations for the 
problem work. Sharing the honors vrith the use of p ictures as 
a motivating device, is the use of the formula, i:prt , in its 
various combinations, and i s , a s the area f ormulae, familiar 
to most of the pupils. 
Devices used by two texts are history, familiar objects, 
experiments, constructions, and unclassified uses. The history 
inc luded in work on the formula usually perta ins t o the general 
introduction to algebra. Us e in life insurance, in games , in 
shops, in the home, provision for individual differenc es, and 
the speed cha llenge are used by one author. The so called "use s 11 
of the formul a in many instances a re to be questioned, but they 
have been so lab led by t he author. 
Summarizing devices used by the various authors in present-
ing the formula, under the points in our rating scale (s ee table 
VII) , we find that attempts to show the use and application of 
the formula is by far the most popula r and no doubt the most 
successful, due to the natur e of the work. In t he eight books 
presenting the formula, uses a nd applications of one kind or 
another have appeared hrenty-two times. In two places we find 
attempts to connect with the present interests of the pupil . 
One author has made some provision for individua l differences. 
s pecific devices not fallin in the above classific ation number 
eight. 
Looking at tables XX .and XXI, and XXVI we find that the 
work on the formula has as many different devices as any of the 
other divisions, having the same number as positive and nega-
tive numbers. Seventeen different devices are found. The formu-
la is in second place in the matter of the number of times the 
various devices occur. There is an average of 4.125 devices 
per text. The scarcity of devices in early texts makes this 
number low. The. formula ranks fourth in the number of inches 
of space devoted to its motivation. If this data was expressed 
in p;, rcent it would be higher on the list. 
The graph is another portion of current algebra texts that 
has been recently introduced, occurr ing for the first time in 
this analysis in the 1905 text, (see Table VIII), leaving but 
six texts which present it. The comparat iv'e conciseness with 
which the graph presented the fUnction concept and solution of 
simultaneous equations won it a place in algebra texts, and work 
on the graph has now expanded in our modern texts to include the 
ba r graph, the broken-line graph, the circle gra9h, etc ., apart 
from its algebraic application. 
Table IX shows us that every one of the six texts used il-
lustrations in presenting the graph. This is, of course, exactly 
what we ·would expect, as it would be very difficult to teach 
graphs without having one for the child to see. In second place, 
we find uses--from geography, from science, and unclassified. 
TABLE VIII 1ICYI'IV.cl.TING DEVICES UoED IN CHaPrEHS ON GR1~PHS i 
' Not Use of Uses from Uses from · Uses from Use · Illustra- Problems Acou 
Texts lnates !Presented Familiar Geography History Science General tions Communi tv r.hal 
Bonnvcastle 1815 v 
Colburn 1825 v 
Sherwin 1845 v ~ 
.,/ ~. Davies 1851 ~ v 1nr.-e t lAaf' 1862 
Loomis 1875 v .. 
~entworth 1881 v ~ · ~:o" 
Smith 1894 v 
v ' .. Milne 1901 
stone v v J !Hillis 1905 
Long v v ~· 1./' IRrA~lrA 19U 
!Wentworth /' v ~~~~ HH8 
Schor ling ~ v' / t/ / lc lark-Ru~l!: 1924 
V' / ~ v v v Brealich 1928 
Mirick / v v t/ :~~~~+. 1932 
~cy Current Speed 
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Uses from geography 
Uses f rOHl science 
Uses, miscellaneous 
Uses from history 
Accuracy challenge 
Familiar objects 
Problems in own co~munity 
His tory 
Current history 





TABLE X GENE.Ri~L SU.M:\.1..'tRY - GRaPH 
I General Principles 
21 1. Use and application shown 
3 2. Connection with present interest 
0 3. Provision for individual differences 
6 II Specific Devices 
30 Total 
Authors are using material that is known to some of their nupils 
in an attempt to motivate the work, while al so showing them t he 
use of the graph . Four authors, or two-thirds of those present-
i ng work on th e graph , employed each of these above uses. Two 
authors took material from history to motivate the work on graphs, 
thus making appeal to still another group. Tvro authors used 
t he accuracy challenge in a test on the graph at the close of 
the work. Devices used by one text alone include fami liar 
objects, problems in own community, history of mathematics, 
current history, use in~mes, need of graphs, speed chall enge , 
a.nd the puzzle. In the use of problems from colillllunity and current 
hist ory, we see suggestions that will appeal to child' s present 
interests, a point that is seemingly very much neglected in the 
1rriting of algebra texts. 
In Table X, devices for motivating the teaching of the graph 
have been summarized under the four general points that we look 
for in motivation of' algebra texts. As in the work on the 
formula, we find that attempts to put forth the use and appli-
cation of' the graph are by far the most popular devices used by 
authors, being used twenty-two times by six authors. Yie find 
three places in these six texts where the a~thor has tr f ed to 
make a connection with the child's present interests. No author 
has made any provision for individual differences, nor has any 
author poi nted out the fact that unessential material has been 
omitted. There are six specific devices used in the work on 
graphs which do not fall under one of the general headings . 
There are fifteen different devices used in motivating work on 
the graph. This puts it in second place, when we rank the five 
divisions according to the number of devices (see Table XX). 
If we rank them according to the average number of motivating 
devices found in each division (Table XXI), the graph would come 
first with an average of 5.000 devices per text. Ranked 
according to the average number of inches of motivating material 
in each text (Table XXVI) it is again third, having an average 
of 20.3 inches. 
Wnen considering the subject of positive and negative num-
bers, for the first time, we are dealing with a subject that 
has been included in every algebra text in the study and one 
that will always be included, b ecause it is tied up with all 
of the algebraic processes. As might be expected many of the 
early texts presented positive and negative number by definition 
and so we find very few motivating devices in the first six texts 
(see Table XI). In the latter part of the last century, although 
many rules were still used, we have more motivating devices being 
used, many of which are good, but some of which are very arti-
ficial. 
Table XII shows us that the most popular of the devic es 
used is that of' temperature~ having been used by nine of fif'teen 
authors . The thermometer is an instrument that every child of 
algebra age is familiar with, and many of them have encountered 
belovr zero temperatures, so that temperature is a very good 
ooint from which to develop the concept of negative number. 
Ei ght authors a lso use profit and loss as an il lustration of 
positive and negative number. This was the earliest device 
used, being found in Colburn's text in 1825 (see Table XI). 
It is not as desirable as the use of temperatur.e as it is mor e 
artificial . In other words we do not see. the financial state 
of a business expressed by plus and minus signs. Another purely 
artific ial device used by six authors is that of direction and 
can be put in the same class as the scale which has been used 
by five texts. In using direction, the author arbitrarily appoints 
one direction as positive, and its opposite as negative. Thus 
if north is positive, south is negative, if movement forward 
i s positive, movement backward is negative, and so on. This 
is a pure device to give the pupil practice in manipulating 
signed numbers. The scale is a device used in teaching addi-
tion and subtraction of signed numbers with 0 as the starting 
--~+ 
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 
place, with number s to the right. positive and numbers to the 
le.t't:., negative. It is valuable in that it helps the child by 
giTing him a "picture'', a visual aid. 
History, opposite nature, force problems, need, and stock 
quotations were used by three authors. The history relates to 
the fi r st use of positive and_negative signs. Oppo_site nature 
I 
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Devices 
Temperature 








Rules derived by pupil 
Pictures 
A s shorthand 
In games 
Altitude 
Longitude and latitude 
Familiar objects 
Provision for individual differences 
Speed challenge 
Total 
TABLE XIII GE~JER.LI.L SUMMARY - POSITIVE AND :NEGATIV.E NUMBER 
I General Principles 
43 l. Use and application shown 
1 2. Connection with present interests 
1 3. Provision for individual differences 
13 II Specific Devices 
58 Total 
refers to a device comparable with "direction" mentioned above. 
Force problems are borrowed from science. Their use is doubtful 
in that the scientific principle behind them may be confusing 
to some pupils. Stock quotations are legitimate, and ma.y connect 
with some pupil's present interest. 
Two texts used inductive method, pictures, use as short-
hand, use i n games, altitude, and longitude and latitude. The 
induct ive method is used to make the pupil see the need of another 
kind of number other ·t:.han positive number, and should therefore 
be a motivat ing factor. Pictures included those of such things 
as a. thermometer, a temperature record, and pictures of the fir st 
plus and minus signs printed. A reference to the use of negat ive 
number in games where it is possible to go 11 in the hole" might 
serve to make the work with signed numbers more vital for some 
pupil. The use of positive and negati-ve number with latitude 
and longitude is to be questioned. 
Familiar objects, provision for individual differences and 
the speed challenge were used by one text. These need no ex-
planation. The small number of authors making provision for 
individual differences might be noted. 
In table XIII, we find the same condition that we have found 
in the preceding material, that is, that the vast majority of 
the devices fall under use and application with over two-thirds 
of a ll those found being included. We fi nd but one t ext using 
present interests of PtlPil directly and but· one providing i'or 
individual difi'erences. \·Je do i'ind more specific devices than 
in the former cases, there being sixteen of a possibl e fi:rty-
nine . 
'riork on positive and negative number is a leader, along 
with the formula when arranged according to the number of dif-
ferent devices employed, having a total of seventeen (Table XX). 
It ranks third, when we judge from the standpoint of the average 
number of motivating devices per text (Table XXI) its avera ge 
being 3.867 devices per text. Positive and negative number comes 
last when we rank according to the number of inches of motivat-
i ng material. This does not present a true picture, due to the 
comparatively small total amount of material on this part of' 
algebra . 
Upon studying the table on motivating devices found in 
material on equations (Table XIV ), we notice the sparseness ·of' 
devices in the texts of the early part of the study, there being 
but three in the eie;ht texts representing the nineteenth century. 
The most popular device, suprisingly, is the picture . That 
the picture is the best vray to motivate presentation of the 
equation would, without a doubt, be an incor rect inter pretation. 
The small number actually using the picture, ~amely, four of a 
possible fii'teen, would lead us to think that t he picture 1vas 
at the top of the list here due to the v ariety of other devices 
' 
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used by the various auth ors in this work. Also , we find that 
pictures are usually scattered more or less uniformly through-
out the text 1 and do not adapt themselves better to one '..lnit 
than to another. History holds a second place for much the 
same reason. other devices used by three authors include intro-
duct ion by arithmetic, experiments, and equation by arithmetic. 
Authors give preliminary illustrations and examples that can 
be solved easily by arithmetic, and set them up in equation for~. 
By starting ·with something familiar to the pupil, the work may 
be made easier for him. The characteristic experiment in pre-
sent ing equations is one with the balance scale and various 
known weights, to show· that adding and subtracting equals from 
both sides does not spoil the balance. It is applied directly 
to adding and subtracting equals from both sides of an equat ion. 
How much mo·re vivid a way of presenting this much used knowledge, 
than by presenting it as an axiom, as vras the custom in earlier 
textsJ This device first appeared in 1913 in the text by Long 
and Brenke. Again, the uses of the equation in science are liable 
to be confusing, because of an attempt to understand the scienti -
fie princip~es behind them. 
In two texts use as shorthand, familiar objects, use in 
business, uses, unclassified, and the speed challenge are found. 
The practical nature of the use of the equation and provision 
for individual differences are each mentioned by one author. 
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Need 
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Provision for individual differences 
Total 
TABLE XVI GENER..-1.1 SU""1Vil'fL.<lRY - EQUATIONS 
I General Principles 
12 1. Use and application shown 
3 2. Connection with present interests 
1 3. Provision for individual differences 
16 II Specific devices 
32 Total 
I n the sUill!. ary presented by table Y.YI we fi :1d a somevrhat 
differ ent situation than that found in the previous summaries .. 
~ bout one half on the devices hera are i n the specific class, 
which previously has had a very small part of them. Use and 
a.p ·~ lic ati on, which has covered almost all of the devices previously, 
has but twelve of a total of thirty-three, or ab out t hirty-six 
percent. About the same condition is found under the other points , 
as there are but three instances in which the authors make 
specific appeal to present interest of pupil, but one author pro-
vides for individual differences to any extent, and none of the 
text s have pointed out elimination of useless or difficult. 
It should be mentioned that the newer texts have eliminat ed much 
of the material found in earlier texts but no effort has been 
made to discover it unless some mention has been made of the 
fact in the text. 
Table XX shows us that the equation is in second place as 
regards the total number of different devices used, having a 
total of fifteen. That it ranks fourth in the light of the av-
erage number of motivating devices, with only 2.133 devices per 
t ext ; is shown by Table .X:XI. It is at the top of the list, 
however, in Table XXVI, which shows us the average number of 
inches of motivating material per text, having an average of 
23.1 inches. This item is somewhat lessened when we remember 
the comparatively l arger amount of material presented on the 
equation. 
In algebraio.. technique, we include addition, subtraction, 
multiplicati on, division, factoring, evolution, involution , ratio 
and proportion, and progression. The old texts contained all 
of these topics and even more, while most of the recently pub-
lished present but the first six. Tabla XVIII impresses us with 
the s~ll number of motivating devices found; and the few times 
that those present do occur. It is the most poorly motivated 
of all of the algebra, and,it covers more pages than any of the 
four divisions already discussed. 
Two devices make bid for the place of most popular, each 
having been used by four authors. One is t he picture . The 
other i s a device by which squaring; and factoring are pre sented ~ 










By this device it can be shovm that (a+b )2 equals a2.. 2ab,t-b2. 
This surely has more appeal than the formal rule presented in 
older algebras for squaring a binomial. It is also used for 
presenting (x ""a)(x .. b), (a-b)2, (a-b)(a-tb). It first appeared 
in 1913. 
Three authors have used history. Three have used arithmet ic 
by which to present some phase of algebraic technique, shmving 
the process as it appears~n ar ithmet ic and a lgebra in parallel 
£oston Pnlv3 r city 
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SUilft..f\.HY OF MOT IV.'I.TIN G MAT~lUAL - ALGEBHAIC TECIDri QUE 
Occurrence Devices 
4 Area device 
4 Picture 
3 Hi story 
3 Use of arithmetic as i ntroduction 
2 Rules derived by pupils 
1 Problems from science 
l Speed challenge 
l Accuracy challenge 
l F-0-I-L device (multiplication) 
1 Provision for individual differences 
1 Familiar objects 
1 Experiment 
23 Tot.al 
TAB LE XIX 
GENERA.L sm~Il,'..I'..RY - ALGEB HAIC TECHNI QUE 
I General Principles 
1 1. Use and application 
4 2. Connection with present interests 
1 3. Provision for individual differences 
17 II Specific Devices 
23 Total 
columns. This is an illust~ation of us e of the familiar. Two 
text s have used the inductive method, and have helped the pupil 
t o derive his own rules rather than to present them to him 
directly . There are several items mentioned by but one author . 
They are application to science, speed and accuracy challenges, 
provi sion for individual differences, use of familiar objects, 
experiments, and the F-0-1-L rule. This last mentioned devic e 
is one used exclusively by VJ.irick- Poole-Wright in the 193 2 text , 
by which they hope to aid the pupi ls memory in remembering rule 
for multiplying such binomials as (2xiy) and (4x~5y) 
F means product of first terms 
0 means pr oduct of outer terms 
1 means product of inner terms 
L means product of last terms 
Tab le XIX shows us that this part of algebra is the l east 
pract ical of this i mpractical subj ect , as there i ~ ut one place 
in all of the fifteen texts studied, in which the use or app li-
c ation of the work is shown, and t hat , an pplication to scienc e , 
i s a very dubious one,. Four texts have attempted to reach the 
interests of the child. One has made some provision for individ-
ual differences. The majority of the devices are of a specif i c 
nature as seventeen of the twenty-three, or seventy-four per 
cent are i~ this class. 
Algebraic technique is last both in the number of motivating 
devices , having but eleven, and in the average number of devices 
per text, with an average of 1.533 devices per text (Tables XX 
and XXI). Although Table XX shows us that it is second i n the 
matter of average number of inches per text, we must again con-
sider the great bulk of material covered by algebraic technique . 
TABLE XX TarAL NUMBER OF DI:F'FERE:NT DEVIC ES FOUND I N EACH DIVIS I ON 
Number of Differ ent 
Pi v is ion Devices 
li'ormula 17 
Graph 15 
Positive and Negative Number 17 
F.auations 15 
A l~ebraic Technique 11 
TABLE XX I .AVERA.GE NU1JJB ER OF MariVATING DEVICES FOUND I N EACH DIVISI ON 




P ositive and Negative Number 3.867 
F.auation 2 .133 
Al gebraic Technique 1.533 
In maki ng table XXII, several devices that have occur r ed 
i~ the earlier t ables have been grouped under single head i ngs. 
For example speed challenge, accuracy challenge, and puzzle 
chall enge have been combined under the heading "challenge". 
In deriving average scores for this table the number of 
times each device occurred was divided by fifty-nine. This 
figure was obtained by adding eight , six, and three f i fteens. 
These numbers represent, respect ively, the number of tex-ts i n 
t he ana l ysis presenting the formul a , t he graph, positive a nd 
negative number, the equat ion , and a lgebraic technique . 
In the light of the preceding tables, we are not surpr ised 
to find one of t he so-called 11us es 11 leading the list i.:1 popu-
larity , namely 11uses 11 from science. Some 11{rse 11 from the field 
of science occurred in twenty-four of a possible fifty- ni ne 
divisions, or an average of .41 times per division ( See Table 
Y..XII). The picture i s in second place with nineteen occurrences , 
or a average score of .32. Another 11u se 11 , uses fr om. business, 
~-s third , occurring s eventeen times. Hi story i s in fourt h !) l ace 
( t welve times). 'fhe other devices , v.i.th the number of times 
each ()ccurred, a re a s follows: Challenge (11), Pur e devices 
(10) , Uses as shorthand (8), Miscellaneous uses (8), Need (8), 
Uses from geography (8), Famili a r objects (7), Exper iments and 
constructions (7), Arithmetic illustrations (6 ), Correlation 
with geometry (5), Use in games (4), Provision for individual 
TABLEXXII TOT . LS OF J·:;OTIVLTING DEVICE3- I NTlWD0CTORY ALGEBRA 
.tWerage 
Total per 
Occurrence Divisi on Devices 
24 .41 Uses from sc ience 
.19 . 32 Pictures 
17 .29 Uses from business 
12 .20 Hist ory 
11 .19 Cha llenge 
10 .17 Pure devices 
8 .14 Use a s shorthand 
8 .14 Use, Miscellaneous 
8 .14 i.\feed 
7 .12 Familiar objects 
7 .12 Experiments and constructions 
6 .10 Use of arithmetic (as introduction) 
5 .08 Geometry correlation 
4 .07 Use in games 
4 .07 Provision for individua l differences 
4 .07 Rules derived by pupils 
2 .03 Uses from history 
1 .02 Pr oblem's :from community 
1 .02 Current history 
T;;..BLE X'.,"III TO'i'iiL5 OF GEN!~PJ:..L r:RUCIPLES 
INI'RODUCT0RY ALGEBRA 
I General Principles 
99 1. Use and application shown 
13 2. Connection with present interests 
4 3. Provision ~or individual differences 
60 II Specific Devices 
176 Total 
di ffer enc es (4), Induction method (4), TJse s fr om hi story ( 2), 
Pr oblem from own conmunity ( 1), Current history (1). Correspond-
i ng average scores can be found i n Table :X:X:II. 
Table XXIII giv es us the above information in more concise 
for m under general principles and we find use and appl i cation 
occurring ninety-eight times in fifty-nine divi s ions or, with 
an average of 1.6 times per divisi on . Devices of a specific nature 
occur sixty-four times in fi.f'ty-ni ne divisions 1 an aver a ge of 
a little over one per division. It must be rea lized t hat t he 
v ery few devices found in so many of the early texts make the se 
figures much lower than the averages we would find in considering 
only text-books in the use today. Com1ection with present interests . 
occurs thirteen times, which is an average of .22 times per divi-
s ion . 
Our conclusion from this part of the study is that the ty pe 
of device most popular among algebra text-book writers is that 
of presenting some phase of the work 's use or application . Another 
popula r method of motivation is by s pecific devices, such a s 
pi ctures, history, challenges, etc • Study of the b ody of the 
text does not reveal a great deal of evidence of t h e pr es enc e 
of the other general principles of motivat:i on , namely , connection 
with present interests, provision for i ndividua l differ ences , 
and elimi nati on of unessential material. 
"':fe now have sufficient evidence to decide which p~t of the 
algebra course, according to our analysis, has been best moti-
V'3.ted by the texts of the past cent'J.ry . To determine this, we 
will take into consideration the number of different devices 
found in each division, the average number of all devices found, 
and the average number of inches of motivated material in the 
texts where it was measured. 







Devices Devices Inches Score 
Formula 17 4.125 20.2 11 
Graph 15 5.000 20.3 12 
Positive and Negative Number 17 3.867 19.6 9 
Equation 15 2.133 23.1 11 
Algebraic Technique 11 1.533 22.9 8 
Note. The score was obtained by giving, in each case, the div·-
sion in fi rst pl ace five points, the one in second pl ace four 
points, etc., and adding the three numbers thus obtained. 
According to the above table, work on the graph has been 
the part of algebra texts that has been bext motivated. -,7ork 
on the formula and the equation are but little below the graph, 
having a score of eleven as compared to that of t welve received 
by the graph. Positive and negative number is in fourth plac e 
with nine, while a lgebraic technique is last with a score of 
eight. 
In order to determine the manner in which the number of 
motivating devices have gr own, we have made the gr aph i~ Table 
x_zy . ::·:e find that during the ninet eenth c entury there was no 
actual grovrth 1 texts cont a ined very little moti vating mat er ial , 
and some of the earlier texts (such as t he one by ;;arran C olb ~1r 2 , 
published in 1825) were better motivated than those in later years . 
In the nineteenth century 1 however, we find a steady 1 r ather rapid 
increase in the number of motivating methods and devices .. 
The causes for the increased amount of motivat ing materia l 
are many . With the coming of t he t wentieth century a.11.d t he 
machine age many more children, after finish ing the grammar grades , 
went on to high school. Teachers of secondary mathematics, 
among others, found out that more good teaching wa s necessary 
than had been necessary before. In all lines of education , we 
find an av~kening and changes, rapid comoared with those of 
previous years, were taking place . John Dewey ' s philosophy of 
educ ation was having its effect. 
Directly responsible for many changes in the motivation 
of school work 1ivere the reports of several committees. The re-
port of the Committee of Ten in 189 4 marks the begi nning of t he 
breaking d own of the old traditions in education. Soon a fter 
this, at the end of the century , the Perry movement, in its 
spread over England, made itself fe lt in the United St ates . 
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through the ap9lied problem a nd laboratory work. In 1909, the· 
report of the C onnnittee of Fifteen was ?Ub lished. They advised 
the use of a pplied problems, and such things a s historical notes 
and pictures. The report of the Nati onal Commit tee on !1Iathemat -
ical Requirements, ''Reorganization of :t.fu.th_ematics in Secondary 
Education," has affected in some degree every text-book for junior 
and senior high school mathematics published since 1923, when 
it appeared. This committee succeeded in arousing i nt erest i n 
i ntroducing into the current teaching and texts the desirab ility 
of presenting a motive for study. i .. gain we find the use of the 
ao r)lied problem stressed and the use of historical notes suggested. 
No doubt, the increased amount of motivation in texts 
found after the publication of these reports is due, i n some 
degree, to them. The number of texts a nalyzed is not large 
enough to make very positive conclusions. 
Table XXVI shows us that each of the last five texts ana-
lyzed contain at least twice as much motivated mater ial as any 
of the texts pub lished prior to 1913. Only in these texts was 
the attempt made to measure the . amount of motivating material. 
The amount in previous texts was found to be so nearly micro-
scopic in nature, that no attempt was made to measure it. 
:Motivat ion is rather a difficult thing to measure as such phases 
of motivation a s the elimination of unessential material and t he 
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inch . However, this measure does have some value (See Tab le 
XXVI), as it shows the amount of the measurable part of mot i-
vation . 
'tie find that the text by Long and Brenke published in 1913 
has the greatest amount of measurable motivation with a total 
of 165 .5 inches, or some twenty-seven or twenty-eight pages. 
The next two texts in the study have a much . smaller amount of 
motivat ed material that could be measured but the grmvth of 
measured motivating materia l after 1.924 is fairly r egular . The 
last text in the anal y sis has a total of one hundred fifty-eight 
inches of motivation. 
In studying each of the divisions of a lgebra separately , 
we find t hat the formula has been fa irly well motivated by 
three authors , but very poorly motivated by the other t·wo. This 
is due, probably, to the place in the text that the formul a appears. 
Wh en used as introductory work, the formul a is better motivated 
than when it appears later in the text. Disregarding the Long-
Brenke text, due to its unusual amount of measurable motivating 
material f or its time, vre find t hat in each of the other divisions, 
the grov~h of measurable motivating material is steady , with· 
the greatest amount coming, as vre would expect, in the newest 
text. 
.'ittempts have been made by many educator s i n the l ast few 
years to make the sub j ect, such as algebra or history or economics , 
less of an i s ol ated unit, and more a part of a unified course, 
where the inter lacing of one sub j ect into another has been ma de . 
This inter l ac ing proces s h as been c or r el ati on by many . 'de sea 
some evidence of correlation i n t he a l gebr a text . a ut hors have 
noted the correlation of arithmetic, algebra, and geometry in 
several of the recently published texts. Tables have b een 
c onstructed to sh o-;v the correlation of a lgebra with other s ubj ects 
of the curriculum and to show the use of a lgebra i n business . 
(See Tables XVII, XXVIII, JL\IX, XXX ). 
We have a lready noted t hat applications of algebr a t o sc ience 
is a popul ar me ans of mot i vat i on (Table XXVII). The i tem from 
science used most frequently is that of temperature rec ords, 
which vnas used in nine texts when presenting posit iv e and 
negative number, and in three when presenting graphs, i n the 
fo r m of temperat ure gr aphs. 
Another popular device borrowed from the fiel d of science 
i s the use of the balance scale to present pha ses of the mani pu-
l ation of equat ions. By using the sca le and various objects of 
known weights, the axiom concerning addition and subtr act ion of 
equals from both sides of a n equation without destroy ing equality 
can be developed. How much clearer this axiom becomes when it 
is pr e s ent ed so concretely! 
' 
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Formulae from I Force Stone- l':Ii llis physics Temperature 
1 Temperature; ll Tempe ature 
Long-Brenke we ight 
and grap • Force Use of balancE 
density, ~ . S ol bility problems 
force formu- of chemicals 
l ae, exoeri- 3 a rogra ph 
ment (F to C D, 4 Velocity 
beam balance, problems . 
l ever, s oec i 
fie ~rravitvl 
•.iJentworth Formulae used 
Smith in physics. Temperature Use of balance 
Brown Pressure scale. 
Schor ling F to C Temperature Temperature Use of h la nce Lever 
blark f ormula grap? Force scale. pr oblems 
rr<ugg Lever problems 
Use of balanc e 
Breslich Met ric r u ler Temperature Temperature sc a le 




Mirick Law of levers Chemistry Temperature vieakening 
Poole symb ol s solutions 
YJ rig;ht 
Formulae from physics have been used by some authors. We 
note in :oractically every c a se, however, that no attempt is made 
to understand the scientific principle s behind them. In this 
case is not the us e of these formul a e merely disguised drill in 
which the pupils are performing the mechanics of the nroblem 
without comprehending the result for which they are struggling? 
This is true of so much of algebra, that it is becoming more 
and more apparent that algebra should be presented not as a 
practical part of the mathematics course, but rather in appre-
ciation units. 
other elements of science introduced into a lgebra. texts 
ar e varied and include such things as solubility of chemicals, 
lever problems, force problems, etc. 
Experiments and constructions found in algebra text are 
taken, as we would expect from science and geometry respectively 
(see Table XX~III) . One text, that of Long and Erenke, is out-
standing in its use of experiments and constructions. A few 
are found in other more recent texts. The most popular experi-
ment is the one performed with the balance scale, as de.scribed 
above . The most popular construction is the one used by authors 
to present multiplication of binomials. An example of this con-
structions used in presenting such a problem as (a+b)2 follows. 
b ab : b2 
a a2 ab 













T.nBLE XXVIII EXPt:RUlElfl'S .nND CONSTHUCTIONS U3ED I N .r~LG1'13RA 
Formula Gra ph 
p onst ructions Making of 
1 To get radi- graphs in 
an . Long- Brenke 
2 To determine a nd all texts 
sum of angle ~ after Hns. 
in triangle . 
3 To get form-
ula for par- , 
n.llelogram. 
Exper iments 
1 To check 








to Cent igrad ~· 
3 To get Specil-
f i e Gravity 
of so l i d 
rubber ball. 
Pos • and Neg. 









1. To prove 
Pythagorean 
theorem . 
2. To get 
square root 
of a number 
Experiment 
twith balance 






a + b 
Experiment 
to show if 
opposite s ide~ 
of quadr ilat-
eral a re 
equal , they 
are parallel. 
Ex periment Multi pl ic at i or 
with balance by area as 
scale as above. ab ove . 
Balance scale •. rea, a s 
as above above . 
a and b are given lengths as line segments, a re added as directed 
by (a b) and are used as a side of a square, as suggested by the 
exponent. It is then easily shown that the ar ea of th e square 
thus formed is a2 2ab b2. This device has been ap?lied to ma ny 
multiDlication combinations. 
'· 
I n Long-Brenke, many experiments are p resented to derive 
or check formulae~ The specific nature of these experiments 
may be found by a study of table XXVIII. 
other subjects ·with which algebra is slightly correlated 
are geography and histor:~r (see Table XXIX). Most of the co rrela-
t ion occurs when graphs are treated, as we find much material 
that graphs well in these subjects. There is no agreement in 
the material used, and everything from the use of electr i city 
in New York City to the world production of gold has been pre-
sented. The other p lace where material from geography is f ound 
i s in the presentation of positive and negative number. Her e 
latitude , longitude and altitude are used.. The l ast mentioned 
is the only legitimate use, as use of latitude and longit ude 
with plus and minus signs is artificial and doesn ' t occur. 
In a few cases, textbooks present "uses" of algebra in the 
f i e ld of business (Table XXX: ). The most popular of these uses 
is that of the plus and minus signs to designate gain and loss. 











TABLE XXIX APPLICATION OF J.LC EB iH:.. TO GEOGRil:t:'HY AND HISTORY 
Pos. and Neg. Algebraic 
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by states. 
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Pr oduction of 
corn 





'L'·AB LE XXX: THE APPLIC.i.T ION OF . .-I.LG:8BF~-1. TO BUSI NESS 
Pas. a nd Neg . Algeb r a 
TAx t Formula Gra oh INumh Ar Rn11 a t . i nn l'l' ,..;hni rmn 
Colburn Ga in a nd Los s 
Int e r est 
Davies Formu l ae 
Greenl eaf Ga i n and Loss 
I nt e rest 
Wentworth Formul a e Ga i n a nd Loss -
Life Tn <:llr l'l n~r:. 
Smith Ga in and Loss 
~.ilne Gain a nd Loss 
. 
Stone 
Millis Gain and Loss 
lent worth For mul a e f rom 
Smith busine~s suc h Gain and Loss 
Brown a s r•p c+!) 'tO) 
Sc h or ling 
Clar k Stock 




Mi r ick Ga i n a nd Loss 
Poole St oc k ' 
i,'J'right Quot ations 
In work on the formula, interest formulae are 9resented . 
"Jentworth-Smith-Brown a lso pr esent other formul ae from business, 
such a s r=~c+p~ o). These are not standardiz ed formul ae but 
probably illustrate the use of a lgebra a s "shorthand n . 
7..z. 
It may b e of int erest to s ome oeople t o see what history 
and b i ography are included a s motivat i ng devices i n algebra texts , 
( see Table XXXI}. The fullest discussion of the hist ory of a l -
gebra is found in the oldest text in the analysis, wnere the 
author, John Bonnycastle devotes a long; introduction to the his-
tory of algebra up until 1800. «e do not find history or b i-
ography in texts again until over one hundred years l ater when 
':·; 8 ntworth- Smith-Bro-vm include a few histor ical notes i n describ-
ing reproductions of three pages from old algebra manuscript s . 
In Breslich and Mirick-Poole-Wright the biography holds 
a prominent place with the pres·entation of sketches of the liv es 
and works of Francois Viete, Cartesius, Leonard de Pisa, John 
l7allis, Gottfried von :L..eibniz, Descartes, Isaac i.IJewton, and harl 
F. Gauss. Other historical refe rences may be found in tab l e 
XXXI. 
Pictures (Table XXX:II) are not very numer ous in a l geb r a 
texts and consist, in a great many cases, of pictures of math-
ematicians whose lives are presented. Illustration of k i nds 
of graphs are usually present . ;lJentworth-Smith-Rrmm us e s r e-
productions of old manuscripts. 
other pictures are usually pen and ink drawings used as 
illustrations tor some problem and include pictures of a balanc e 
sca le, a thermometer, a lever, a slide-rule, a l adder, a base-





































of syrnb ol s) 
Al gebraic 
I 'I' <:o~hn ~ rm o 
Pos. and I·Jeg. 
IT1T11mh Ar Rrm2t. i f'ln 
Bonnycastle r lresents a camp ete history 
of this part of algebra up o 1800, with 
facts too nun:~rous to desig~ate 
separately. 
Picture of Historical 
first plus and note describ-
~inus signs ing picture 
print ed. of first 
Historical printed 
note describing; equality 
it. sign. 
Egar and Det ermining 
Viete and use Diophantus 








Pi sa, John 
-, ·a llis, Pytha-
gorus, Biog. 
notes. 
Gottfried von Descartes 
Leibniz Isaac Newton 
Karl F . Gauss 
Text 

















T.\,.BLE XX-XII PICT Uii.ES VSED I N ..:J..LGEBR.~ '!EXTS 
Formu l a Graph 
llustr at i ons 





. Bar graph 
Pos. and Neg. 
Number Equati on 
Algebraic 
Technique 

















Ruler Bar graph 
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and rock 
Page from old 




Bal ance scale Leonard de 
Fis a , John 
'al lis 









Fl ag- pole 
Ciih..Pl'EH V SUivli!~.:t.HY .r.ND CON(; IJJUONS 
Al gebra is the most difficult of first-year h igh s ch ool s ub-
jects for the beginning pupil . A different method of t eac h i ng 
fr om the usua l current method seems to be needed. 
Mot ivation is genera lly recognized as one of t he f unda-
ment a ls of good teaching. Many authors on secondar;>' mathematics 
have suggested that t he motivation of a l geb ra would make it less 
of ·a pr ob lem. 
The genera lly accepted defin i t ion of motivat ion is that 
mot i vation is "the attack upon school work which seeks to make 
i t s t a s ks significant and purposeful to e ach c hild, by r e lating 
them t o his childish experiences, questions, prob lems and desi r e s" . 
Motivation is not a new principle, having bee n us ed by good 
teac hers for centur ies. Every text covered by this a na l ys i s con-
t a i ns some element of motivation . There has been a st eady i n-
c r eas e b oth in t h e number of moti-v-ating devices and i n t he amount 
of motivated materia l f rom the beginning of t he ninet eenth cen-
tury t o the present time, the period covered in this a na l ys is . 
The g eneral 11 at mosphe re 11 of t he a lgebra text s ha s changed 
i n the l ast century. Early texts were formal, logically - arranged 
tr eatises on ma ny phases of a lgebra . Pres ent-day t ext s have lost 
their fo rmality , t he a rrangeme nt of materia l i s psychologi cal 
a nd much of the difficult and unessential mat eria l has been 
e l iminated or deferred. Accompanying this change of atmos phere, 
we find a change in the authorsh ip of texts. 'iihile most of the 
early texts in the analysis were written bJr college men, text s 
in use at the present time are mor e o.f'ten written by men in 
secondary school positions and professors in the normal school · 
or college of education. ~ character istic of the' twentiet h c en-
tury is combined authorships, the most typical of wh ich is t he 
combination of a secondary-school m.a.n and a college of educa-
tion man working together. Such a combinat ion should pr oduce 
better motivated texts. 
At the present time authors are considering the needs of 
the pupils, a re ap~lying the psychology of learning, and a re 
looking for practical applications of algebra. Occasionally 
they stretch a point to find a practical application. 
Teachers of algebra have many motivating devices from which 
to choose. Authors have suggested the following ways of motiva-
tion in their texts: history, inductive met hod, elimination 
of difficult, easier trans ition from arithmetic to algebra, 
arrangement of subject matter, _? ractical application, l abora -
tory method, provision for indi~lidual differences, correlation 
with science, use of the familiar, correlation with geometry, 
experiments, problems in the child 1 s expE)rience, correlation 
with arithmetic, the challenge, new type tests, correlation with 
occupations. 
Motivating devices most popular in a l gebra as a whole a r e 
uses in other fields, pa r ticularly in science. As has been pointed 
out in several places, many of the uses of algebra are to be 
questioned. There are --particular devic es suit ed to each part 
of a lgebra. 
Motivating devices found in texts alone wi ll not be suffi-
cient to complet ely motivate a course in algebra. The teacher 
has an i mportant part to play. 
Although it is not derived directly from the data presented 
by this study, ' the conclusion that the attempt to present algebra 
as a practical study will be replaced by a lgebra as an appre-
ciation coui· se in :m.a,thematics seems a plausible one. A chief 
handicap in the realization of such a presentation is the 
college entrance examinat ion. 
Until more educators reach the point of view th~t algebra 
i s n ot a practic a l subject, however, it will continue to be 
taught as such, and both teachers and texts need to a id the 
pupil by motivating the study to the best of their abilit y . 
May this work assist in such at tempts. 
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